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Chapter I: Introduction 
 
“If fame belonged to me, I could not escape her - if she did not, the longest day would 
pass me on the chase - and the approbation of my Dog, would forsake me - then - My Barefoot-
Rank is better -.” Emily Dickinson to T.W. Higginson, June 7, 18621 
 
In the years following Emily Dickinson’s death in 1886, her poetry found new life thanks 
to the care of family and friends who worked assiduously to translate and organize her stash of 
fascicles for publication; the first collection, Poems, edited by Mabel Loomis Todd and T. W. 
Higginson, was published by Roberts Brothers of Boston in 1890. The Hartford Courant wrote 
of Poems at the time, “The poems of Emily Dickinson, of which there were reports in literary 
circles, have at last found the light of print” (Buckingham 22).  Boston Home Journal reviewed, 
“The very beautiful volume of ‘Poems by Emily Dickinson’ will become a cherished companion 
to thousands of lovers of poetry who never even heard of the name of this lady, but who will at 
once recognize the richness of the mind of her who was wont to sing from a heart overflowing 
with love for nature and humanity” (Buckingham 22). Her poetry, which until then was known to 
a select but prominent few, was now exposed and increasingly accessible. The poetry of 
Dickinson was, finally, free; no longer isolated in the shadows of Amherst, her words began to 
move among a vast and hungry audience. 
In their 2009 book, The International Reception of Emily Dickinson, Domhnall Mitchell 
and Maria Stuart comment on their global search for Dickinson scholarship. They write, “It is a 
matter of particular regret to the editors that it has not been possible to secure contributions from 
Italy and Spain, for example, though attempts were made to do so: Italy, it should be 
remembered, has at the time of writing produced the only full-length scholarly biography of  
                                               
1 From this point forward, selected letter excerpts are from Emily Dickinson: Selected Letters, edited by Thomas H. 
Johnson 
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Dickinson written in a language other than English” (5). By including scholarship for Italy’s 
neighboring Switzerland and France but also distant countries in terms of language and culture, 
such as Japan, Brazil, and the Ukraine, Mitchell and Stuart’s significant contribution of 
Dickinson research ignites further the global response to Dickinson’s poetry, albeit for an early 
admirer, Italy. Indeed, for a country that has followed Emily Dickinson en mass since the early 
1920’s, it is a significant deficit to Dickinson scholarship not to have a substantial wealth of 
contributions commenting on the commingling of the Amherst author and her Italian admirers. 
This study seeks to fill some of that void by looking at Italy’s initial response to Dickinson’s 
poetry in the 1920’s and 1930’s, and her resurgence in the 1970’s, while also tracing the use and 
integration of her work into its culture. If Italy’s demand for Dickinson was so great as to 
appreciate a biography of the poet written in Italian, then why isn’t more scholarship on 
Dickinson’s influence available? A history of post-WWI politics provides an answer.  
In the wake of World War I, a political re-structuring began in Italy. The “Biennio 
Rosso”, or “Two Red Years” was a time of revolution within Italy’s population in northern and 
central Italy led by those citizens who felt the greatest burden of war: the working class. In his 
book, Mussolini and Italian Fascism, Giuseppe Finaldi writes, “The war had drafted them by the 
millions and they had suffered most of its casualties. After Caporetto, the ‘defend Italy and it will 
be yours’ slogan was interpreted by many as a promise for land; nothing of the sort materialized, 
even though peasants in uniform provided the bulk of those who held the Piave”(36).  Italy’s 
national identity, which was now splintered, led the way for a dominant political party to 
promise citizens security, power, and country over all else. The National Fascist Party, led by 
Benito Mussolini, would be that force. 
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Mussolini ruled as Prime Minister of Italy between 1922 and 1943, two decades in which 
global alliances were tested and restructured. While the initial blueprint of the Fascist Party, one 
that hoped to inspire the displaced working class, was “anti-capitalist, anti-bourgeois, anti-
clerical, and anti-monarchial”(Kogan 101) the reality was that Mussolini’s main interest was 
elevating Italy to a “super-powers” status within Europe and strengthening his country’s 
influence abroad.  Fueled by insecurities in regards to national identity, the Fascist Party sought 
to rapidly advance Italy’s cultural, political and geographical presence. For Mussolini, this meant 
keeping up with contributions from other “super-powers” while also touting the greatness of his 
own country. This nationalist agenda however did not instill a universal sense of pride or identity 
within the Italian population. In fact, in the 1930’s when the Fascist Party was at the peak of its 
influence, Italian citizens were looking to other parts of the world for alternative examples of 
culture, literature, and identity; all this could be found in America, and within the poetry of 
Emily Dickinson2. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Dickinson’s poetry appeared in Italy in two 
key forms: anthologized alongside other American authors and in select translations by 
prominent Italian intellectuals including poet Eugenio Montale and writer Emilio Cecchi. 
Dickinson was both touted as one of the great American writers, but also kept as somewhat of an 
underground poet who spoke to a specific literary identity in Italy. The crosshairs of history 
brought together increased knowledge of Dickinson’s poetry just as Mussolini and his fascist 
agenda threatened the influence of literature whether homegrown or international. What 
materialized was a dynamic in which Dickinson’s poetry was both taught in schools but also 
revered by the intellectual elite who refused to pledge allegiance to the fascist regime. 
                                               
2 The Italian’s had a name for those  interested in American culture and politics: “Americanisti” or Americanist 
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Dickinson’s breach of conventions typically associated with poetic composition, and her 
sometimes puzzling, non-traditional diction made her an anomaly; furthermore, the subjects of  
her poems were not immediately recognizable, and her poems were sealed-off from her Italian 
readers, self-contained. It is this ambiguity and complexity that was most appealing to the early 
Italian poets reading her work, in particular those affiliated with the hermetic poetry movement 
in the 1930’s. By looking at where she was read in Italy, and by whom, it is possible not only to 
determine how the Belle from Amherst was received by her foreign audience but also better 
consider the role her distinctive style played in her work’s survival through and beyond the 
















Chapter II: Emilio and Giuditta Cecchi  
“But I am now contented & quite happy, if I can be happy when absent from my dear 
home & friends. You may laugh at the idea, that I cannot be happy when away from home, but 
you must remember that I have a very dear home & that this is my first trial in the way of 
absence for any length of time in my life.” Emily Dickinson to Abiah Root, November 6th, 1847 
  
In his anthology Modern American Poets published in 1922, Conrad Aiken explains his 
selection of fourteen contemporary American poets, including T.S. Eliot and Wallace Stevens, 
among others, that embody the most important and heterogeneous poetic group “in the history of 
American letters” (vi).  In addition to the fourteen contemporary poets in his collection, Aiken 
includes one outlier: Emily Dickinson. In defense of his striking choice, Aiken writes, “Emily 
Dickinson belongs to the nineteenth century[…and is included] partly because she is not nearly 
so well known as she deserves to be […] and partly because it seems to me a wise thing to 
include, in an anthology of the contemporary, one poet of an earlier generation: the contrast may 
be suggestive” (vii). In a sense, Dickinson’s poetry has always had a touch of magic; a sense of 
otherworldliness that belonged outside of its circumstance. Due to the fact that Dickinson’s 
poetry was published on a delay comparative to when she was writing, she was always, save for 
the handful of poems published during her lifetime, in constant contrast to the “contemporary” 
reader. Her poetry thrived, and continues to do so, because of its malleability and subsequently 
implied capacity to reach multiple demographics. It is this contrast, this dual existence, that 
allows for Dickinson to be read and revered not only by her American audience, but 
simultaneously by those encased in differing cultural and political environments within the 
international community. 
            Aiken’s Modern American Poets was among the initial professional reviews of American 
literature to reach international audiences including a country Dickinson wrote about but never 
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visited outside of her own thoughts, Italy. Perhaps most notably in “Our Lives are Swiss,” 
Dickinson writes:3 “Italy stands the other side!/While like a guard between-/The solemn Alps-
/The siren Alps/Forever intervene!”(129). On three occasions, Dickinson also uses imagery of 
Italy’s Mt. Vesuvius in her poetry for “A still - Volcano - Life”, “My Life had stood - a Loaded 
Gun -”, as well as “Volcanoes be in Sicily” in which she writes:  
“Volcanoes be in Sicily 
And South America 
I judge from my Geography 
Volcano nearer here 
A Lava step at any time 
Am I inclined to climb 
A Crater I may contemplate 
Vesuvius at Home” (609)  
 
Borrowing from the last line, Dickinson scholar Adrienne Rich used Dickinson’s preoccupation 
with the volcano’s symbolism for her own essay on Dickinson, “Vesuvius at Home.” In addition 
to her poetry, Dickinson composes an idyllic rendering of Italy to counter her own despair when 
writing a letter to Judge Otis Lord on April 30, 1882: “I do - do want you tenderly. The Air is 
soft as Italy, but when it touches me, I spurn it with a Sigh, because it is not you” (Johnson 279). 
Again in 1861 in one of Dickinson’s Master letters, she writes, “Vesuvius don’t talk - Etna - 
don’t - [Thy] one of them - said a syllable - a thousand years ago, and Pompeii heard it, and hid 
forever-” (Johnson 160).  Noting her daydreams of Italy, Helen Barolini includes Dickinson in 
her book The Dream Book: An Anthology of Writings by Italian American Women to explain 
what she calls the “fascination Italy has always exerted over the Anglo-American imagination” 
Barolini writes, “It is interesting how many English or American women turned from the Anglo 
tradition and toward the idea of Italy as a freeing of their human qualities and an enriching of  
                                               
3 From this point forward all poems are from The Poems of Emily Dickinson, edited R.W. Franklin unless noted 
otherwise  
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life” She continues, “Emily Dickinson, from Amherst, thought of Italy as the loosening of 
trammels, some absolute freeing of the spirit” (Barolini 1). Dickinson seems no less able to resist 
the allure and fantasy that Italy has projected on the world than similar hearts and minds. While 
at first glance 19th century New England, composed of less “palpitating vineyards”4 and more 
Congregational churches, appears a bleak alternative to the vibrancy of Italy, the product of this 
time and place, specifically Emily Dickinson’s poetry, had a significant offering to Italy at a 
critical moment in history. 
 
 Dickinson’s poetry began to trickle into Italy’s literary scene in the early 1900’s, only a 
few decades after her literary awakening in the United States. Poet Giacomo Prampolini was 
among the first to translate a select few Dickinson poems for a November-December “modern 
poetry of North America” issue in the prominent literary magazine Circoli: Rivista di Poesia in 
1933. The issue which included the original text alongside its translation, included not only 
Dickinson, but translations of twenty-five other poets such as T.S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, and 
Ezra Pound. At the time, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse heralded the issue as “one of the finest 
tributes to modern American verse that has yet appeared abroad.” The review continued, “to 
Italian poets and students it should be an illuminating document on American life and art” 
(M.D.Z. 348).  
For his contribution, Prampolini included five of Dickinson’s poems in their original 
English alongside his Italian translations. “There came a wind like a bugle;” “Sweet is the 
swamp with its secrets;” “Apparently with no surprise;” “The bustle in a house;” “If I shouldn’t 
be alive” were cited from Poems, the first publication of Dickinson poetry in the United States 
                                               
4 In “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’-” Dickinson writes, “And the palpitating Vineyard/In the dust, be thrown?” 
Franklin, 80. 
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(1890) edited by Mabel Loomis Todd and T.W. Higginson as well as the 1930 edition The 
Poems of Emily Dickinson: Centenary Edition edited by Martha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred 
Leete Hampson (Prampolini 10-15). Similar to American audiences, Italian readers were 
experiencing Dickinson’s poetry for the first time adulterated by editorial intervention. To begin 
with, each poem was featured with a title, a feature Dickinson herself did not routinely employ as 
well as grammatical editing that took out what has become synonymous with Dickinson’s style: 
her use of dashes in place of punctuation and choice capitalization. Also, as with the poem 
“Apparently with no surprise” the line “The Sun proceeds unmoved” was not included with the 
original edits and only appeared in later editions. The early editing, though lessening the overall 
impact of Dickinson’s poetry, did not take away from the poets’ overall message or significantly 
diminish the importance of her work. Prampolini’s translations in Circoli: Rivista di Poesia’s 
1933 edition raised Dickinson’s profile to Italian readers and reinforced with the ideas coming 
out of America that Dickinson was receiving, as Prampolini wrote, “the admiration she  
deserves”5 (Prampolini 6). 
Not long after her poetry appeared in Circoli: Rivista di Poesia, Dickinson’s “There’s a 
certain Slant of light” was included in Mario Praz’s 1936 Italian anthology of American 
literature, Antologia della letteratura inglese e scelta di scrittori americani: ad uso delle scuole 
medie e superiori. Praz’s anthology became part of the curriculum taught in Italy’s middle 
schools and high schools in the late 1930’s (Cecchi “Parnaso Americano” 3) and exemplifies the 
reason Praz has been named “the literary critic most responsible for the vibrancy of English 
studies in Italy between the 1930’s and 1960’s” (Mallozzi 262). 
 The sheer force of Dickinson’s poetry and its substantive addition to American literature  
                                               
5 Translated from Italian. 
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drove her into the arms of both prominent Italian literary figures at the same time as the 
country’s young school age children. While her work found increased exposure and credibility 
once she was placed under the umbrella of “Great Modern American Writers,” she was riding 
largely on the reputation American scholars and critics had assigned her. She was defined in 
America in the decades prior to her arrival in Italy, but what her poetry and her legacy would 
mean to the Italian people had yet to be discovered. The allure of Emily Dickinson and her 
connection to both amateurs as well as professionals is the unique combination that led to her 
immersion into Italian culture more substantially than other modern American writers. This 
broad appreciation enabled her work to endure the forthcoming strict fascist censorship laws that 
would silence the work of so many other Americans. 
A cross-Atlantic trip in 1934 by a young college student was the great pilgrimage that 
eventually lead to the writing of Europe’s first monograph on Emily Dickinson (Smith 173). 
Known throughout Italy’s intellectual community for his contributions to the Italian newspaper 
Corriere della Sera, as well as his publications on 19th century Romantic poets including Storia 
della letteratura inglese del secolo XIX and Studi critici, Emilio Cecchi was already on the 
cutting edge of bringing foreign literature to an eager Italian audience. Around the same time as 
he began scholarship on Herman Melville and Nathaniel Hawthorne6, Emilio’s daughter Giuditta 
Cecchi, then a student at Università di Roma, was preparing to study on a foreign exchange 
scholarship at Barnard College in New York City. She would study at Barnard from 1934 to 
1935 while accumulating research for her “tesi di laurea” which would be presented back at 
Università di Roma in November of 1936. As recalled by Emilio Cecchi, it was he who 
suggested Emily Dickinson as a possible research topic for his daughter’s “tesi di laurea”:  
 
                                               
6 Cecchi wrote of both Melville and Hawthorne in Scrittori inglesi e americani, published in 1935. 
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“when my daughter inquired about a topic for her thesis I did not hesitate to put the idea in her 
head even though I knew firsthand the difficulty of similar topics. Living in America, however, 
would give her access to materials not available at home”7 (Cecchi and Cecchi 7). As it turns out, 
Giuditta Cecchi found her father's sentiments to be true. As reported in the April 27th, 1934 
edition of Barnard Bulletin under the title “Two Foreign Students to Study at Barnard,” Giuditta 
Cecchi would “specialize in English and American literature and the history of art” (1). An 
article in the newspapers October 1934 edition, “Giuditta Cecchi, Italian Student Honored At 
Tea” reports on an event given at Barnard in Giuditta’s honor by the Italian Club at which she 
was quoted as saying, “Since I have been here I have seen many pictures and movies. They are 
so different from those at home. It is more exciting here anyway than at ‘home’”(4). Elaborating 
more on her experience living in America and among Americans, she claimed that everyone had 
been “most hospitable”(4).  
Giuditta is not alone in her reaction or fascination with American culture; her father made 
a trip to the United States from 1937-38 at which time he put his critical eye to Giuditta’s thesis, 
“coloring, developing, and enriching” her arguments (Cecchi and Cecchi 8). It should be noted 
that Emilio Cecchi wrote briefly on Dickinson in an October 1936 edition of Corriere della Sera, 
a month before Giuditta delivered her “tesi di laurea” at Università di Roma. The article, titled 
“Parnaso Americano: Emilie [sic] Dickinson” reads, “This year marks the 50th anniversary of 
the passing of Emily Dickinson, a name which will ring new to many readers”8.  Cecchi goes on 
to cite Aiken’s Modern American Poets as perhaps a turning point for widespread critical 
acclaim of Dickinson’s poetry; he quotes directly, “I cannot conceal my feeling that Emily 
Dickinson is one of the most remarkable of American poets, and that her poetry is perhaps the 
                                               
7 Translated from Italian. 
8 Translated from Italian. 
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finest, by a woman, in the English language” (Cecchi, Parnaso Americano, 3). What Aiken did 
for an English speaking audience, Emilio Cecchi and his daughter Giuditta Cecchi would do for 
Italian readers when Giuditta’s tesi di laurea, taken and reworked by the duo, was published as 
Emily Dickinson by Mondadori Press in 1939. 
Emily Dickinson, organized into five chapters, focuses on Dickinson’s family history, 
biographical information, the literary environment of 19th century America, her poetry, and her 
critical reviews. The monograph, described as a “fine critical study, besides being pleasant 
reading” (Lombardo 357) garnered Dickinson similar positive acclaim to her reviews in the 
United States. The Corriere Della Sera published a review of Emily Dickinson “Due saggiatori e 
un evocatore” in which Dickinson was described as possessing “the ability among poets to see 
the world from multiple vantage points”9 (Panfilo 3). This early observation of Dickinson’s 
literary ability was almost prophetic of what her readers would find in her poetry in the decades 
to come. 
Emilio Cecchi’s role in the publication of Emily Dickinson isn’t entirely predictable or 
expected. What makes him an interesting figure is that while grouped with the academic class 
and described as “one of the foremost Italian men of letters in the twentieth century” (Lombardo 
357)  he also in retrospect is considered somewhat of a fascist sympathizer, or at least someone 
straddling the middle. It is his devotion to the progress of literary studies that helped him to 
remain in the company of his peers firmly on the other side of Mussolini. As Richard Pells writes 
in Not Like Us: How Europeans have loved, hated, and transformed American culture since 
World War II, “His taste for modernity and his defense of the Italian literary heritage made him 
sound quasi-fascist, though his values were closer to those of Dante than Il Duce”10 (245). 
                                               
9 Translated from Italian. 
10 Translates to “The Leader”; a title given to Mussolini. 
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Cecchi ran in similar liteary circles as other great Italian intellectuals of the time, including 
Eugenio Montale and Mario Praz, both of whom admired and incorporated Dickinson poetry into 
their published works. He also was an original signer of the “Manifesto of the Anti-Fascist 
Intellectuals” written in response to the “Manifesto of the Fascist Intellectuals” and yet 
politically, he had ties on both sides. His admiration of Emily Dickinson then is of particular 
interest as he touted her aptitude for verse, all the while making harsh criticisms of American 
culture in different volumes of his work, criticisms that played directly into the hand of fascist 
propaganda.  
Cecchi’s split alliance, his questioning of national identity, and his contradictions, are not 
unlike those of Emily Dickinson herself (and of the fascist party, of which we’ll go into more 
depth later on).  Emilio Cecchi, like Emily Dickinson, is somehow separate from his 
surrounding, and at times, oppressive community. Cecchi is periodically critical of American 
culture in his writing, as is Dickinson. Unsanctioned, her voice bends towards ideas of rebellion 
and. However, Dickinson’s voice and the influence of her poetry reaches far beyond Cecchi and 
his harsh criticisms of the “Americanisti”11 (Burdett 164). For while her voice bends towards 
rebellion, it also finds a way to speak for all oppression, including that felt under Benito 







                                               
11 English translation: “Americanists.”  
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Chapter III: Censorship in Mussolini’s Italy 
“Truth to the ones you leave does not demand of you to refuse those whom you find, or who 
would make your exile a less desolate thing in their cheerful circles.” Emily Dickinson to Austin 
Dickinson, December 15, 1851 
 
 
 While Emily Dickinson and her poetry may have been known to a select few (and those 
within their creative circles) who had traveled back and forth between the United States and Italy 
in the immediate years following the author’s death and subsequent posthumous publication of 
her work, she began to enter the Italian consciousness of those within the literary community in a 
more substantial way as early as the start of the 1920’s when Aiken’s Modern American Poets 
was published. With Aiken’s blessing, already established major Italian literary figures of the 
time began to take notice and found value both in promoting her work as well as translating it for 
a broader audience. Knowing when Emily Dickinson’s poetry arrived in Italy is of particular 
interest not only because the first examples of her translated work were published during the 
height of fascism, but also because her poetry rose in popularity during a time suspicious of 
American cultural influence. 
Mussolini’s nationalist agenda called not only for global expansionism but for the 
strengthening and protecting of the home front from potentially counterproductive foreign 
influence. This reached beyond the realm of politics and the “Fascist policies of censorship and 
cultural control” trickled down into the everyday lives of Italian citizens (Rundle and Sturge 11). 
Industries such as film, media, and literature all were subject to manipulation by the fascist 
agenda. However, an emphasis on art and its ability to influence culture proved to be of 
particular importance but also a fine line to walk. While insecure about national prowess, the 
fascist regime also wanted Italy to be culturally relevant with the rest of the world so as to seem 
a worthy adversary. Literature in particular created a unique problem for the regime. In response 
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to publishing house data commissioned by the Ministero della Cultura Popolare, or MCP, there 
was a fear that low-brow literature was causing “cultural pollution” rather than “cultural 
exchange” (Rundle and Sturge 10). Beginning in 1934, only a year after Circoli had included 
Dickinson’s poetry in the publication’s November-December issue, the MCP acquired the power 
to allow or deny permission for publishing houses to issue new12 material (Nottola 192). In 1939, 
the same year the Cecchis’ Emily Dickinson was published by the Mondadori publishing house, 
the newly seated head of the MCP, Alessandro Pavolini, explained that the censorship offered a 
“purification of books” that “helped to render our Italian culture ever more ‘Italian’. Italian: this 
is herself, free from any small-minded protectionism, but conscious of her own eternal role as 
disseminator rather than receiver” (Rundle, “Americana” 47). 
 According to Christopher Rundle, literary censorship, while governed less than 
censorship of the theatre, cinema, and press, followed the same state enforced rules and 
regulations. Among them, “no prurient interest in perversion or immorality” and “no 
encouraging of defeatist attitudes either in politics or in life in general” (Rundle, “Americana” 
47). While taking some hard stands, the sudden move toward censorship left a lack of continuity 
in who and what would be censored.  There are several explanations for this, beginning with the 
important oversight of the MCP; the fascist regime’s discrimination was not a concise formula, 
rather a fluid one that allowed for exceptions as well as negotiations. For example, it wasn’t 
uncommon for material pitched by one publishing house to find a backdoor to publication where 
other publishing houses had failed. Francesca Nottola’s essay “The Einaudi Publishing House 
and Fascist Policy on Translation” continues this thought by arguing that “publishing under 
Fascism was affected most of all by the taste and interest of readers” (178). Christopher Rundle  
                                               
12 Reprints initially did not require permission (Nottola 181). 
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furthers that point in ““Translation in Fascist Italy: ‘The Invasion of Translations’”explaining 
that during the 1930’s and early 1940’s publishing houses had much greater flexibility, and even 
encouraged printing “classic” works of literature, rather than a new, contemporary piece (38). 
Dickinson had already been introduced to Italians in the early 1930’s as one of the great 
American writers and so while the “classic” rule wasn’t steadfast, it could have worked to 
Cecchi’s advantage when he published Emily Dickinson in 1939, giving her life and poetry an 
extended shelf-life in fascist Italy. Likewise, Praz’s anthology, which was a composition of 
prestigious American writers who has already reached the “classics” level by the time censorship 
was ratcheting up, passed through censorship as well.  
Another variable lending to the absence of censorship regarding Dickinson’s poetry was 
timing; the early publications of Dickinson’s poetry came between World Wars I and II when 
American and Italian relations, however tense, were not yet at their height.  This began to change 
in 1935 when the fascist regime pushed back against countries who had not supported Italy’s 
decision to invade Ethiopia, specifically the United States, therefore causing a chain reaction 
which displaced American literary imports. When World War II broke out in 1941 an even 
stronger reaction to publishing American works ensued (Nottola 182). Emily Dickinson, 
published in 1939, was issued in the years between the World Wars without any evidence of 
interference or mandatory revisions, despite its subject being American and its contents which 
included translations, a particular point of contention.   
Other works, only two years afterwards, faced much harsher scrutiny. In 1941, a 
proposed Italian translated anthology of American literature from the Bompiani Publishing 
House, that included translations by such poets as Eugenio Montale, was denied twice by the 
MCP. In a letter to the publishing house Pavolini explained:  
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The United States is a potential enemy of ours: their President has shown himself 
to be hostile to the Italian people. This is no time to perform acts of courtesy 
towards America, not even literary ones. Furthermore, the anthology would simply 
rekindle that excessive enthusiasm which has been shown for recent American 
literature: a fashion which I am determined not to encourage (Rundle, 
“Americana” 47).  
Publishing did in fact proceed with the anthology when a contributor who could provide critical 
notes to the context of the book and “did not feel the same fascination for modern America and 
its culture” was chosen: Emilio Cecchi. The greatest irony is that while Cecchi, previously 
mentioned as a “quasi-fascist” did write the book America Amara in which he had choice words 
for American culture, he also happened to be one of the leading contributors and biggest 
promoters of American Studies in Italy during the 1930’s. In addition to Dickinson, much of his 
scholarly work focuses on bringing international writers, including Herman Melville, T. S. Eliot, 
and countless other British authors to the Italian consciousness. Although the title of “quasi-
fascist” may leave his reputation tarnished within the confines of history, it also seems to have 
allowed him the opportunity to continue his scholarship right under the fascists’ noses.  
Other writers and artists were not as fortunate as Cecchi; some because they took a hard, 
public stand against fascism, and others because they stayed relatively silent. What this meant 
was that the reception of Dickinson’s poetry was cast against a very dark political, social, and 
cultural climate. Writers and artists from all disciplines were finding themselves in a position 
where they needed to censor themselves in their work for fear of retaliation. One option would 
be to stay silent towards any anti-fascist efforts. Another, to only seem silent. For many in the 
intellectual community, the opportunities and privileges they once had were cut off under the 
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new sanctions. If history has taught us anything, however, it is that the oppressed will not stay 
silent indefinitely. If ever there was a driving force for creating art, it has been to lift the artist 
somewhere new and free.  
Whether authored by Prampolini, Praz, or Cecchi, the initial response to Dickinson was 
admiration of her work and a desire to bring it to the masses under the umbrella of great 
American writers. However, the time in which it took to publish her posthumously, gain 
recognition, and start to trickle overseas, as luck would have it, would have her appearing in Italy 
during fascism. By a greater stroke of luck, she found her way through censorship. The result 
was that a poet who during her lifetime was writing in a way countercultural to how she was 
living was received by an audience of peers who themselves were looking for a way out of the 
stifling climate of the dominating political party. What formed next was a third section of 
Dickinson readers in addition to the students of literature who received her in anthologies and the 
literary community which valued her contribution and stature as a “classic” poet; the hermetic 
poets. Hermeticism became the emerging literary scene in Italy that itself was a direct response 
to fascism, and a dangerous one. For while Mussolini yearned to silence any voices of 









Chapter IV. Hermeticism and Poetic Evolution 
“What shall we do my darling, when trial grows more, and more, when the dim, lone 
light expires, and it’s dark, so very dark, and we wander, and know not where, and cannot get 
out of the forest -” Emily Dickinson to Abiah Root, May 17, 1850 
 
For Mussolini’s fascist regime, opposition and individual identity posed the greatest 
threat to the message of one unified national identity, especially when the voices of dissent were 
coming from inside their own country. International influence in a more obvious way risked 
infiltrating and weakening Italy’s fascist message. However, homegrown rebellion marked a 
challenge to the fascist brand but also an awareness that not all Italian citizens were on board 
with the authoritarian message. The undemocratic governing principles of the fascists created in 
its wake a pool of people programmed to push back against the system. Stifled while at the same 
time energized, the anti-fascist citizens of Italy created a powerful explosion of expression. 
While this expression materialized in different ways, art, as it has always been a vehicle for 
progress and change, came to the forefront of the anti-fascist movement.  
Although the regime was only in power until 1943, the aftermath of the cultural, political, 
and psychological shakeup that many felt continued for years afterwards. The Hermetic 
movement, which lasted from roughly 1930-1950, was a direct response to fascism. According to 
Paola Sica’s contribution to The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies, Hermeticism 
“developed thanks to the activity of poets, critics, and translators who promoted a type of poetry 
that excluded explicit political references, and was characterized by an essential language 
representing the universal, tragic condition of human beings.” She continues, “From the 
beginning of the fascist regime, Hermetics became the target of opposing factions. Some 
interpreted their political disengagement as a neutral position of aesthetes that the regime could 
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safely ignore; others saw it as an indirect way and the only possible way, at the same time - of 
declaring an anti-fascist stance” (929-930). 
The biggest names attached to the Hermetic movement were Salvatore Quasimodo, 
Giuseppe Ungaretti, and Eugenio Montale. Active in their literary communities prior to 
Mussolini, the domination of fascism in Italy and their refusal to cooperate disrupted the track of 
their personal lives. For Eugenio Montale, who published his first work Ossi di Seppia in 1925, 
three years after Mussolini took power, he was already an established poet and contributor to 
newspapers such as Corriere della Sera, and author of three collections of poetry in the 1930’s, 
when he accepted a position at the Gabinetto Vieusseux Library only to be outed in 1938 by the 
fascist regime (Jenkins 1).  It is no wonder then that Montale’s own poetry would be influenced 
by his personal strife and his experience with fascism. In addition to his own collections of 
poetry, including Ossi di Seppia, Montale was also a highly sought after translator. One poet he 
would translate and whose verse was a possible inspiration for a future collection of poems, La 
bufera e altro was Emily Dickinson.  
In his collection of translations Quaderno di traduzioni published in 1948, Montale 
included a translation of Emily Dickinson’s poem 1618:
There came a Wind like a Bugle- 
It quivered through the Grass 
And a Green Chill upon the Heat 
So ominous did pass 
We barred the Windows and the Doors 
As from an Emerald Ghost- 
The Doom's electric Moccasin 
That very instant passed- 
On a strange Mob of panting Trees 
And Fences fled away 
And Rivers where the Houses ran 
Those looked that lived-that Day- 
The Bell within the steeple wild 
 
Con un suono di corno 
il vento arrivò, scosse l’erba; 
un verde brivido diaccio 
così sinistro passò nel caldo             
che sbarrammo le porte e le finestre      
quasi entrasse uno spettro di emeraldo: 
e fu certo l’elettrico  
segnale del Giudizio. 
Una bizzarra turba di ansimanti 
alberi, siepi alla deriva 
e case in fuga nei fiumi 
è ciò che videro i vivi. 




The flying tidings told- 
How much can come 
 And much can go, 
 And yet abide the World! 
 
 
mulinavano le ultime nuove. 
Quanto può giungere, 
quanto può andarsene,  
in un mondo che non si muove!  
 
While Dickinson notably left the majority of her poems nameless13, Montale provided a 
title for his translation of poem 1618: “Tempesta” meaning “Storm.” When Dickinson’s poetry is 
not compiled chronologically but categorically by theme, poem 1618 is placed within the 
“Nature” category. The imagery of nature is present in the poem, but it also has human 
characteristics; the wind “quivering through the grass,” the trees “panting” and the idea of the 
wind like a bugle signifies someone behind that horn creating its powerful noise. The metaphors 
also speak to a larger idea of power and resiliency; the fences, a constructed object, flee and the 
windows and doors themselves are “barred.” From one angle, Dickinson could be insinuating the 
idea that nature is a powerful force not to be reckoned with. But, as with the breadth of 
Dickinson’s poetry, her meaning is often veiled. Montale himself named the poem “Tempesta” 
and while tempesta does translate to storm, it also translates to fury (Quaderno di Traduzioni 
49). 
As a member of the Hermetic movement, Montale understood the necessity for veiled 
meaning. A poem about a storm could be literal, or as in the case of this poem, have symbolic 
implications. The last five lines of poem 1593 illuminate a more complex purpose, one that 
Montale would certainly have identified with: “The Bell within the steeple wild/The flying 
tidings told-/How much can come/And much can go,/And yet abide the World!” Both a church 
bell ringing, especially wildly, and “flying tidings told” are actions that signal a significant and 
immediate announcement, one of possible frenzy and urgency. In the last three lines, Dickinson 
                                               
13 Roughly 6 poems had titles by the author. 
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doubles down on the resiliency she has alluded to with nature’s imagery. She suggests a passing, 
a crossing over while the world itself marches on.  
For Montale, and the citizens of Italy, the fascist movement and Mussolini’s forceful 
regime undoubtedly felt like a disruption and a menace. Understanding that Montale included 
this poem in Quaderno di traduzione in 1948, five years after the fall of fascism and Mussolini’s 
arrest puts into context the destructive force of fascism, but also the resiliency of the Italian 
people. Fascism may have blown through all of Italy like a storm, an uncontrolled fury, but the 
base of what had always been Italy’s strength: its people, its art, its literature, its culture 
remained rooted to its core, despite the sinister efforts focused on dismantling that foundation. 
The documents, literature, and expressions of self identity that survive such tumultuous times 
serve as a powerful reminder that allows for reflection and a way forward.  
Montale wasn't the only member of the hermetic movement, however, with fellow poets 
Salvatore Quasimodo, Giuseppe Ungaretti, and others invested in the progress of the movement. 
Their attention to Dickinson is not as transparent as Montale, however we can assume that they 
were all aware of her poetry based on their knowledge of Montale's scholarship at the very least. 
Ungaretti however was not only one foot in the hermetic movement in Italy, but also a leading 
voice in French literature in the years prior. As editor of the French literary magazine Meaures, 
which was in publication from 1935-1940, he would have been privy to the July 1939 edition 
which included several translations of Dickinson's work (Mitchell and Stuart 32). Recent 
scholarship, including an article “Emily Dickinson: Length and the Liberal Imagination” even 
draws comparisons between the poetry of Ungaretti and Dickinson in relation to its brevity, a 
resounding feature of hermeticism (Arac 3-4). Perhaps we should look at Dickinson, as Sandra 
M. Gilbert and Susan Gruber classify in The Madwoman in The Attic: The Woman Writer and 
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the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination as a wearer of “masks" (606). Versatile and with a 
poetic capability of reinventing herself, she slid into libraries of the most prominent hermetic 
poets, perhaps arguably having the most creative influence over Montale, while years later 
appearing also as their contemporary in terms of style and message; a time traveler in terms of 
how her solitary work in Amherst would frame relationships with other poets she couldn't have 
even imagined. 
 By looking back to Paola Sica’s explanation of the Hermetic movement’s purpose, the 
idea that the poets “political disengagement” was either “a neutral position of aesthetes” or “an 
indirect way and the only possible way” to take a political stance during a time as tumultuous as 
fascism, one begins to see a similar pattern to Emily Dickinson’s work (Sica 929-930). Names 
like “The Bell of Amherst” or “The Lady in White” and other tales of Dickinson’s reclusively 
have culminated in countless caricatures of a woman who in reality composed and sent over a 
thousand letters to family, friends, and contemporaries (Johnson v). To say she was disengaged 
from society is much of an oversight. Rather, her preference for physically being unencumbered 
by others and left alone to focus on her work may have been “an indirect way and the only 
possible way” (Sica 930) of understanding her world and the best way for her to respond to the 
overwhelming stimuli. 
Christopher Benfey in Emily Dickinson and the Problem of Others acknowledges the 
conversation around her elective retreat, writing “her privacy is not as easy to read and account 
for as many of Dickinson’s critics have pretended. It may indeed be as hard to read as her poetry 
is.” He goes on to attempt to classify her choices and her vision in a way of particular interest, 
“Dickinson may seem, in much of her poetry, to be a ‘hermetic’ poet.” He continues, “America 
has not produced a remarkable body of hermetic poetry. We have little to place beside Hӧlderlin, 
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Georg Trakl, or Paul Celan14, or beside Mallarmé. Perhaps only Hart Crane and Dickinson, 
among our major poets are in that company” (37). Dickinson’s poetry has been emblematic of 
many things for many different people; if she can be considered one of America’s few hermetic 
poets, then this adds to the versatility of her poetry. While Dickinson’s role in American 
literature has not risen to levels promoting her achievements in poetry as hermetic above all else, 
it is imperative to note the similarities between Dickinson and the Italian Hermetic poets of the 
1930’s and 1940’s for the purpose of understanding that particular demographic in Italy both for 
what it saw in Dickinson’s poetry, but also for the level of achievement Dickinson had not only 
in surviving but thriving among its ranks during a bleak moment in literary history.   
For Dickinson, the greatest cultural and political event of her lifetime was the Civil War 
which lasted in America from 1861-1865 when she was between the ages of thirty-one and 
thirty-five. Not coincidentally, the years 1861-1865 are also known in Dickinson scholarship as 
her “flood years” meaning the years of her highest poetic output (Martin 18).  Dickinson was not 
only aware of the war but had personal connections to soldiers fighting in battle, including her 
steady correspondent T.W. Higginson. In a letter dating February of 1863, Dickinson writes, 
“Perhaps Death - gave me awe for friends - striking sharp and early, for I held them since - in a 
brittle love - of more alarm, than peace” (Johnson 182). Dickinson was also affected by the 
March 1862 death of Frazer Stearns, a peer of her brother Austin Dickinson and the first casualty 
of the war from Amherst, Massachusetts, Dickinson’s hometown. She wrote several letters that 
spring describing the shock and despair felt by herself as well as Austin writing in part, “So our 
part in Frazer is done” (Phillips 50). 
In Christopher Benfey’s article “Emily Dickinson and the American South” from  
 
                                               
14 As Montale wrote in response to fascism, Celan wrote out of response to Nazism.  
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The Cambridge Companion to Emily Dickinson, he argues the Civil War not only affected what 
Dickinson was writing about but also how she was writing. He writes, “Dickinson’s brittle 
language, oblique and sharply objective, can be seen as a passionate response to the degraded 
verbiage of the Civil War era, and the Gilded Age pieties that followed.” He continues: 
But Dickinson’s reach in this regard goes beyond American national boundaries. 
She speaks for all those who feel hemmed in by official rhetoric and ideology. 
This is one explanation for the special appeal of her work for such poets and 
translators of Dickinson as Paul Celan and Eugenio Montale. These poets carved 
out a kindred prosody of obliquity and harsh specificity in the face of the 
degradation of the Italian language under Mussolini and the German language 
under the Nazis. That the leading German-language poet of the post-Nazi era and 
the leading Italian poet of this century looked to Emily Dickinson should invite us 
to read her in this way, as a voice raised against the pompous posturing of both 
sides (48).    
 
An accurate understanding of Dickinson’s reception to the Civil War came slowly with 
many modern critical assessments casting the poet aside in favor of other narratives, mostly 
male. In Shira Wolosky's Emily Dickinson: A Voice of War, the author argues that because of her 
relative physical isolation from the war and because of the language she chose to write in, 
Dickinson was misjudged as to what she knew and internalized. Wolosky remarks that other 
northern male writers of the same time, including Herman Melville, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and 
Ralph Waldo Emerson had minor "exposure to actual war scenes" (save for one or two travel 
excursions that placed them within proximity of the action) however their literary reactions and 
musings on the war were given credence without debate. Their contemporary, Dickinson, was 
not initially given the same benefit of understanding. Wolosky does note that authors like 
Melville were more transparent almost calling out the war by name in their work, while 
Dickinson was more veiled in her reaction. However an obscure voice at times can be more 
effective in the face of deafening opposition. As Don Gifford writes in his article "Emily 
Dickinson and The Civil War": "silence speaks louder than words in a time of irresponsible 
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racket and clamor" (14). For a poet who was lauded with praise from her initial publication for 
her insightful and perceptive observations and commentary, it is of significant interest that a 
subject, like war, wouldn’t immediately be accepted among other social and cultural forces 
behind her work.  
While strong and ample similarities exist, one prominent difference between Emily 
Dickinson and the Hermetic poets are the consequences that faced them individually for 
challenging their reality as well as how they became subjects of their reality to begin with. 
Although Dickinson and the hermetics wrote to exercise personal freedom, the secrecy within 
hermeticism was mandatory for survival; writing out in the open against fascism had significant 
consequences, some much worse than losing a job as was the case with Eugenio Montale and the 
Gabinetto Vieusseux Library. Dickinson’s opposition to the Civil War, religion, and the female 
identity is not of lesser significance than the struggles of the hermetic poets. However, because 
of when and how she lived, her role in society was not nearly as public as the accomplished 
scholars heading up the Hermetic movement. Dickinson herself was not interested in being 
published and therefore was not confronted with the same level of risk as the hermetics in terms 
of public disapproval, professional setbacks, or worse. Her judgement and subsequent risks came 
inside a much smaller circle.  
Additionally, while the hermetics did not have the option of avoiding fascism, 
Dickinson’s family was in a position to disengage from certain oppressive details of the Civil 
War, such as taking up arms. Tapping into a luxury of their high economic status, the Dickinsons 
were able to pay out five hundred dollars ensuring that Austin, who was of fighting age, would 
be able to arrange for an alternate to take his place defending the North (Emily Dickinson 
Museum). The family was not immune to the devastation of war by any means, but they had 
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certain opportunities to lessen the impact and sever certain personal attachments without 
significant ramifications. For the rebels against fascism, they lived with the inescapable 
confrontation of the establishment attempting to take away personal rights and freedoms. Despite 
these differences, they found in Dickinson an empathizing voice, an ally.  Literature, the avenue 
of expression for both Dickinson and the hermetic poets, has often and continues to be silenced 
for fear of the power it instills.  
Still yet, there is one more difference between Dickinson and her hermetic followers: 
gender. Noticeably absent among the ranks of the hermetic poets are the names of any female 
writers involved with the movement. The only example of an Italian female scholar we have 
mentioned so far is Giuditta Cecchi and her contributions to Emily Dickinson. While Giuditta 
was an equal partner in researching and writing Emily Dickinson, we can assume Emilio 
Cecchi’s prestige and connections within Italy’s literary community mobilized the duo’s 
publishing efforts. Much like Dickinson herself, Giuditta was subject to gender inequality and 
reigning societal tropes. The intense labor of the research was completed by Giuditta and yet she 
was only given partial credit while her father would be the leading solitary voice carrying the 
context of the monograph, even going so far as to quip in the introduction that he “planted the 
seed” for the project. Emily Dickinson was only one of many scholarly works Emilio Cecchi 
would have the privilege to work on during his career while Giuditta has no other publications to 
her name and withdrew to a life of domesticity after her brief tenure as a scholar. It is unclear 
whether she proactively chose the lifestyle of a mother and wife over a writing career, or any 
other career, or whether she fell into her arrangement through social pressures. Given the 
circumstances facing female writers in early twentieth century Italy, Giuditta Cecchi was very 
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fortunate to have had the education she received as well as the scholarly opportunities she did, 
however fleeting.   
Literary censorship by Mussolini’s regime as a means of cultural control extended 
beyond the paranoia of international influence, as previously noted, and reached Italian women 
writers as well.  While considered more of an “unofficial censorship” as noted by Guido 
Bonsaver in Censorship and Literature in Fascist Italy the intent to dissuade women writers on 
the whole could be found in the actions of literary publications that had direct influence from the 
regime. Bonsaver cites the example of Primato, “the official literary review of the regime,” and 
its choice to refuse literary content by women “on principle.” Il Popolo d’Italia, the Italian 
newspaper founded by Mussolini, also discouraged including women in their narrative, even 
rejecting literary reviews of female written published works (252). Again, the fact that 
Dickinson’s work was able to find a way to survive amidst the rhetoric of fascist Italy is 
something to be celebrated and only adds to the myth of her legacy.  
 
To fully understand Dickinson’s influence on the Hermetic poets, it is important to 
consider not only the literary movements in Italy in the decades prior, but Dickinson’s 
predecessors in the American literary community whose work would reach Europe shortly before 
her own. While Dickinson was not the first American author to make her way into the Italian 
consciousness, she was amidst the first group of authors who were discovered in the early 
twentieth century in Italy, as well as other European countries. Until this point, American studies 
had been limited, and a truly comprehensive critical study of American literature in universities 
in Italy was non-existent. As Sigmund Skard writes in American Studies in Europe, Their 
History and and Present Organization, it wasn’t until after World War I that English 
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departments within Italian universities began to organize. “The few English scholars spent most 
of their time on translations, popular essays, and criticism which had little to do with 
scholarship.” Skard asserts that the early readers of American literature at Italian universities 
“would not interpret the poets, but compete with them” (477). Although higher education in Italy 
had yet to prescribe advanced study on American literature, poets and scholars such as Emilio 
Cecchi and Eugenio Montale would work independently on researching and translating 
American authors who were significantly important to contemporary literary movements, not just 
in Italy, but in other European countries as well. 
In the lineage of American Studies abroad, the two authors Dickinson is most often 
compared to are Edgar Allen Poe and Walt Whitman. Both appear in Italy earlier than 
Dickinson; Whitman in the late 1870’s (McCain 5) and Poe in 1858 (Bacigalupo 62). As early as 
1919, a few years shy of fascism’s rise in 1922, Eugenio Montale would write “It is an 
undeniable truth that Poe and Whitman are the fathers of modern poetry”15 (Solmi 35). Montale 
wasn’t the only hermetic poet aware of the American poets. Giuseppe Ungaretti also read, 
admired, and emulated Poe’s poetry. Knowing that two Italian poets who would later be involved 
in founding Italy’s hermetic movement were reading Poe is of significant importance.  In the 
decades before his arrival in Italy, Poe’s influence among the French poets, mainly Charles 
Baudelaire, is hailed as responsible for launching the Symbolist movement in Europe. Poe’s 
initial reception in France and his involvement with the movement not only dictated his poetic 
arrival in Italy but fundamentally shaped an entire literary movement in Italy, opening the door 
for Dickinson’s own poetry to be understood and emulated.  
Lois Davis Vines in Poe Abroad: Influence, Reputation, Affinities details how French  
                                               
15 Translated from Italian  
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poets such as Charles Baudelaire as well as Stephan Mallarmé came upon and connected with 
Poe’s work and what they saw as an innovative use of language. She writes, “Mallarmé 
envisioned a poetic language that would be purified of everyday meaning through the creation of 
new usage, rhythms, rhymes, and even the positioning of the words on the page. In Poe’s literary 
essays, Baudelaire and Mallarmé found ideas that confirmed their own beliefs and inspired the 
Symbolist movement” (12). Symbolism, a movement of the late nineteenth century, would make 
way for the hermetic movement of 1930’s Italy. Giuseppe Ungaretti, who spent part of his life 
living in France and would later become known as a founder of hermeticism in Italy was as 
Joseph Cary argues in Three Modern Italian Poets: Saba, Ungaretti, and Montale most inspired 
by French symbolism: “The real basis for his tendencies and their development is French, and 
nineteenth century French at that...the poetics of French symbolism” (24). This significant 
overlap between symbolism and hermeticism, between the poetry “purified of meaning” as with 
the symbolists and the obscurity of language associated with hermetic poetry, is important in 
understanding not only Europe’s literary history but also the influence of American literature 
abroad. If not for Poe and his influence on the founders of symbolism, the literary landscape in 
France and subsequently Italy would look much different. Poe’s foundation created space for 
Emily Dickinson in the literary and political landscape of 1930s Italy.  
While Poe is inextricable from the foundation of symbolism, Dickinson is given credit for 
being creatively aligned with the French poets, even though her work would not be brought to 
France until decades after her death: the first two translations of Dickinson’s poetry were 
published in 1938 and 1939, the latter being the same year that Emily Dickinson was published in 
Italy (Mitchell and Stuart 31).  As Glauco Cambon writes in “Violence and Abstraction in Emily 
Dickinson,” “Although from a different cultural background, she developed an intense awareness 
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of language as no other American poet had done before her and pushed it to the critical point 
where she realized, like the French symbolists, that the ‘undeveloped freight’ of a syllable was 
an atomic charge fit to make our minds ‘Crumble with the weight.’” Cambon goes on to argue 
that while the symbolists were writing as a lobby against “traditional” forms of expression, 
Dickinson was part of a different narrative focused on a “re-appropriation of the English 
language” (453). Indeed, the idea of the reappropriation of language speaks not only to the 
hermetic poets writing cautiously, understanding the necessity for a new veiled way of 
communication, but more largely for a group leading a rebellion against unsolicited and biased 
classifications. This pattern of being an icon for those attempting to reclaim their voice or 
reframe what their voice looked like would repeat again later for Dickinson in the context of the 














Chapter V: The Female Identity and Revolution 
“When much in the Woods as a little Girl, I was told that the Snake would bite me, that I 
might pick up a poisonous flower, or Goblins kidnap me, but I went along and met no one but 
Angels, who were far shyer of me, than I could be of them, so I hav’nt that confidence in fraud 
which many exercise.” Emily Dickinson to T.W. Higginson, August 1862 
 
Since 1976, Emily Dickinson has beat out nine-hundred and ninety-nine women from 
history to have one of thirty-nine coveted seats at Judy Chicago’s dinner table. Now on 
permanent display at The Brooklyn Museum in Brooklyn, NY, The Dinner Party, a renowned 
piece of 1970’s feminist art, pays homage to over a thousand women, thirty-nine of whom are 
represented by table setting, the others of which are inscribed on the floor on which the table 
rests. The mere sight of the long triangular table is provoking, but the true meaning behind 
Chicago’s work is the intricacy of each of the thirty-nine place settings. Dickinson’s setting, with 
its pink porcelain frills of layered lace is both an acknowledgement of her Victorian roots as well 
as, like the other table settings, a symbolic representation of female genitalia. Dickinson’s setting 
is meant to allude to “the striking contrast between her reclusive, introverted nature and the 
dynamic mind revealed through her poems. It also represents the austere Victorian world 
Dickinson attempted to break free of through her writing” (https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/ 
eascfa/dinner_party/place_settings/emily_dickinson). Before being on permanent display The 
Dinner Party traveled the world with Dickinson and her fellow guests representing the lineage of 
female strength, ingenuity and possibility.    
If we are to understand Benfey’s argument in “Emily Dickinson and the American 
South” that the poet’s message extends to “all those who feel hemmed in by official rhetoric and 
ideology” (48). we can easily assess that the hermetic poets, while the first major literary 
movement in Italy to follow Dickinson’s poetry, were not the only members of Italian society to 
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find value and a place of refuge and understanding in her work. While responding to political 
turmoil in her lifetime, such as the engagement in and aftermath of the Civil War, Dickinson’s 
poetry also reacted to other prominent aspects of life in nineteenth century New England, 
including the state of the female identity among the Puritanical landscape. Not only a voice for 
the American feminist movement, Dickinson would later be adopted by the Italian feminist 
movement of the 1970’s. Her role this time again was one of inspiration and promise for a 
readership caught in cultural turmoil. Different in scope to the opposition of fascism which was 
largely concealed and encoded, the feminist movement gained its momentum by being out in the 
open and rallying support. Her poetry, which had now been in print in Italy for forty years, was 
having a different kind of reception this time around, one of mainly female readership. Members 
of the movement were asking for a direct call to action on some of the biggest social constraints 
of their lifetimes, and looking to Dickinson for inspiration.  
Counter to the hermetic literary movement in Italy which had a more discernable 
beginning and end, the feminist movement in Italy and elsewhere operated and continues to 
operate in waves. The task of societal progression unfortunately moves slowly in the face of 
resistance. Italy’s feminist movement of the 1970’s was a continuation of gender struggles of the 
early twentieth century. The dramatic disruption and reposturing of Italian life which was 
brought on by both World Wars left no corner of society at rest. The social sphere was greatly 
disrupted, as was the case not only in Italy but in the United States and elsewhere, when male 
citizens left the workforce to fight allowing (through necessity) women to fill certain positions 
that wouldn't have been available to them prior. It was the in between years of the World Wars 
when much of society wanted to return to how things had been only a few years before and a 
subsequent attack on women and their roles ensued.  
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In her article “Gender Struggle and Gender Identity,” Mariolina Graziosi writes that 
when Italian men returned home from the war they were greeted by a large female workforce 
filling the jobs they had left and subsequently wanted back. Graziosi argues that this “economic 
situation” led to “a fierce gender battle” (28). Harmful rhetoric and smear campaigns followed as 
well as efforts to rebrand the female identity. Organizations and publications that proported 
themselves as pro-woman offered advice for how women should realign themselves within 
society, essentially sterilizing Italy’s social consciousness of any steps towards gender equality 
from the past few years. One of the leading groups, Il Consiglio Nazionale delle Donne Italiane, 
equated female submission to males as a “moral” choice, thus casting those who did not comply 
as morally corrupt. In a 1920 issue of Il giornale della donna, a magazine of the time that 
claimed to be in support of women, contributors wrote “female citizens could be feminine, real 
women, and therefore moral human beings, only by staying at home and performing their roles 
as mothers, spouses, and sisters” (33). Other articles from the magazine read as well-crafted 
propaganda claiming the “Italian woman of our days has gone through a crisis that on the one 
hand has sharpened and increased her potential return to the social and economic spheres, but at 
the same time has diminished her, almost deprived her of her moral energy” (33). This 
patriarchal narrative should be familiar to American readers as a similar voice dominated the 
social landscape in the antebellum post World War II periods. 
The campaigns to reign in female independence in Italy after World War I relied heavily 
on a fixed idea of what being a female was supposed to look like and sought to shape the female 
identity into not just a personal expression but one of national responsibility. It is no wonder then 
why the fascist regime attempted to commodify the female role in society and use it for its own 
benefit. The fascist message itself aligned with and benefited from standing traditions in Italy, 
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among them the influence of the Catholic Church, which emphasized the importance of female 
domesticity (Zecchi 86). Although a means to control individuals employed by both 
organizations, the Catholic Church viewed female submission as a spiritual calling while 
Mussolini’s nationalistic ideals were dependent upon obedient citizens. In his effort to strengthen 
Italy not only in influence but in size, Mussolini imposed a celibacy tax in January 1927 which 
taxed unmarried men and was meant to “redistribute national income towards families with 
many children” (Albanese 54). Thus, even the highly personal choice of pro-creating was 
repossessed by nationalist ideals and turned into an act of an national allegiance.  
The regime also relied on women to indoctrinate other women into their mission and 
created within its ranks female-led groups like Fasci Femminili which sought to “reeducate” the 
“new female” (Graziosi 41). Functioning as a three-tiered system, the Fasci Femminili prepared 
woman to propagate the regimes message by creating jobs based on education level that 
infiltrated the workforce and essentially called for them to be marketers for fascism. The main 
purpose of these jobs with titles like “social worker” or “social secretary” was to spend time in 
the factories and among low level workers to “help [male] workers see their jobs as part of a 
collective process, so that they could acquire a moral view of their jobs and of their social place, 
thereby relinquishing any idea of class struggle” (43).  
The subject of morality, which should be pure in idea and intent has unfortunately been 
used to manipulate and control marginalized members of society, as was the case in 1920’s Italy 
among both the lower class as well as women. For women in particular, moral standards are high 
and up for public consumption; not just as a reflection of the self but also in the role of mother or 
wife. As taught by Il Consiglio Nazionale delle Donne Italiane in the 1920’s, morality and 
submission were inextricable from one another and the key to being “feminine”(Graziosi 33). 
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These widely accepted and promoted ideas of female submission being the moral choice still 
dominate in even the most progressive of societies today. For women in Italy in the twentieth 
century, the public discourse on the role of females made topics like voting, divorce, and 
abortion so controversial and polarizing that the only way to have movement on these issues was 
to rally in large numbers and be prepared for a fight.  
The feminist movement of the 1970’s in Italy had progressed from the struggles of the 
1920’s and 1930’s when women were asking for equal opportunities to men; now women were 
looking to be seen as separate from men and to have a course for their own independence. As 
Miguel Malagreca writes in “Lottiamo Ancora: Reviewing One Hundred and Fifty Years of 
Italian Feminism”: “Women’s achievements throughout this period are not scare. They organized 
their political representation, attained a national plan for nurseries, built family planning clinics 
and repealed the legislation on rape--which had stated a marriage of ‘reparation’ cancelled out 
the crime” (79). Other important victories for women included the legalization of divorce in 
1974 (which was met with great opposition from the Catholic Church) and the legalization of 
abortion in 1978 (though the perimeters in which a woman could receive one were still strict). 
The Feminist movement of the 1970s that gathered to push their agenda was not one distinct 
group but a compilation of many: “Some feminists advocated breaking free from oppressive 
political divides that often frustrated women’s aspirations and ambitions, and created instead 
marginalized groups that succeeded outside political orthodoxies” (79). Women in Italy in the 
beginning of the 1970s revolution looked to prominent female figures of empowerment from that 
past as mentors. For Emily Dickinson, a woman of “uncompromising morality,” (Berend 936) 
her message within her poetry and the example she set in her private life full of freedom and few 
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attachments spoke to the women in Italy struggling to take control of what was rightly theirs: 
their identities.  
The idea of succeeding outside of popular institutions and trends is part of Emily 
Dickinson’s legacy. These marginalized feminist groups turned to Dickinson not only because of 
the content of her poetry but because of the way she delivers its intent. As Lucia Re writes in 
“Language, Gender, and Sexuality in the Neoavanguardia”: “The women’s movement in Italy 
from its very inception was marked by an unusual interest in the political possibilities generated 
by active and personal critical readings of literary works as open works.” She continues that this 
meant reading authors like Emily Dickinson, Virginia Woolf, and Adrienne Rich, among others 
(46). The idea of using literary works for bolstering ones political agenda is not new, and 
Dickinson is certainly a valid choice; one need only look to Italy’s own hermetic poets. 
Dickinson’s poetry, with its playful verse and coy intent left the possibilities open for 
interpretation and use, freeing up its readers to have control over meaning as well as use. 
Alongside the female writers and activists who were reading the editions of Dickinson’s poetry 
already in circulation in Italy at the time, the 1970’s alone produced three new translated 
versions of Emily Dickinson’s poetry, all by female writers. The first by Barbara Lanati was 
published in 1977 followed by Ginevra Bompiani’s edition in 1978, and lastly Margherita 
Guidacci’s publication in 1979. Barbara Lanati, perhaps similarly to early scholars of Dickinson 
like Emilio Cecchi, is given credit for bringing the poet and her “feminine difference” to a wider 
audience (Vaudagna 47). She would go on to write a biography of Dickinson, Vita di E. 
Dickinson: L'alfabeto dell'estasi, in 1998.  
While female writers were reading Dickinson as progressive texts, they themselves 
received criticism for not contributing the same content back. As Sharon Wood writes in Italian 
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Women’s Writing, 1860-1994, many criticized Italian female writers in the 1970’s of not having 
any cultural turnover in their own writing, saying “women’s fiction continued to be regressive, 
infantile and conciliatory.” She continues, “Those influenced by Anglo-American models of 
women’s writing and history, usually professors of English or American Literature, wrote books 
on Jane Austen, the Brontës, and Emily Dickinson” (203). To suggest that the feminist 
movement had little to no effect within the context of Italian women writers is to perhaps wish 
that progress would be immediate and change perceivable. While Emily Dickinson’s poetry was 
emerging in Italy in the early 1930’s, the fascist regime was at the same time barring females 
from having accolades and prosperity in the field. Italian women writers were up against their 
own society and much like Dickinson, would succeed in their rewrites of the female identity, if 
not at a more tempered pace. 
Dickinson’s poetry offers self reflection on her own identity which subsequently provides 
information on how she felt about religion, the female identity and role of marriage, as well as 
offering insight into her own self-identity and actualizations of being a woman living in 
nineteenth century New England. Her observations and commentary on this period in history 
transcend generations and culture and speak to the struggles women face in self-identifying in 
the face of societal labeling. The few poems of Dickinson that were published during her lifetime 
did not start an immediate revolution among their readers. However, her poetry is best 
understood when represented as an oeuvre, allowing readers to see Dickinson circle back in 
contemplation over social constructs like the female identity or the influence of religion, again 
and again, year after year, due to her lifelong infatuation with exploring and trying to explain her 
internal unrest. Her fearlessness in exploring her feelings, challenging herself and the popular 
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opinion around her is what has made her an icon of feminists, both home and abroad, over the 
last century. 
Dickinson herself never married and to this day carries the moniker of “spinster” around 
with her legacy. While often misused by critics of Dickinson to suggest a social failing or lonely 
existence, women who weren’t married in nineteenth century New England, although in the 
minority, should instead be seen as having proactively made a choice rather than being a victim 
of their circumstance. In her article, “‘The Best of None!’ Spinsterhood in Nineteenth-Century 
New England” Zsuzsu Berend says of unmarried women of the time, “They remained unmarried 
not because of individual shortcomings but because they did not find the one ‘who could be all 
things to the heart.’ Spinsterhood was increasingly viewed as an outcome of intricate choices and 
spinsters as champions of uncompromising morality” (936). Dickinson understood love and 
longing; one only needs to look to her Master letters for a sense of that. This sentiment of 
“uncompromising morality” speaks to Dickinson in a broader sense, one larger than marriage 
and gives her added credence that her life choices, while emblematic for their uniqueness, were 
within her discretion. 
Dickinson, an educated and informed woman living in nineteenth century New England 
had the background knowledge of religion from her studies in school and household practices to 
understand the content, the intent, and the allegiance required of disciples of faith. As is often the 
case, especially in less diverse societies, the lines of religious values and social norms become 
blurred and decisions such as marriage, a sacrament within religion, spills into what is expected 
not just in religious practice but in the social stratosphere.  Instead of blindly walking forward 
through the easiest path of acceptance, Dickinson rallied against what would have been expected 
of her.  Due to her understanding of what religion said about human existence and purpose, she 
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was able to juxtapose what she saw in common practice around her with her own personal 
feelings around identity and purpose. While topics that would be driving forces of the feminist 
movements in Italy and The United States, such as divorce and abortion are not on the level of 
what Dickinson is writing in her poetry, she is somewhere in between the message of early 
women's rights supporters asking for equality to men and the next movement of women asking 
for their own identity all together. 
Dickinson’s poetry addresses women, patriarchal dominance, as well as existential 
religious content. While each can be addressed at length individually, it is important to note the 
overlap of the three; readers of this study need only look back to the overlap between fascist Italy 
and the Catholic Church to understand this idea. Looking at several of Dickinson’s poems, she 
offers a somewhat daunting, fixed expression of what one interpretation of the female’s role has 
turned into and how she stands on the other side. In poem 194, “Title divine, is mine” long 
thought to be a possible commentary on her devotion to an unavailable partner, possibly family 
friend and confidant Samuel Bowles, Dickinson alludes to being a wife as a place of high order 
in society, referring to the position as “Royal” and part of a social call to duty as innate to living 
as birth and death writing, “Born - Bridalled - Shrouded -/In a Day -/ Tri Victory -” (92). She 
again in poem 225 speaks of the title of wife writing, “I’m ‘wife’ - I’ve finished that -/That other 
state -/ I’m Czar - I’m ‘Woman’ now -/It’s safer so -.” Her use of quotations around both “wife” 
and “Woman” do not go unnoticed and in fact reflect a recurring theme in a number of her 
poems. Likewise, her choice to capitalize “Woman” but not “wife” in the first stanza, and then to 
capitalize “Wife” in the third stanza of the poem adds subtle intent and meaning to the words 
themselves. Dickinson appears to be challenging her readers to contemplate what exactly each of 
these roles mean, how fixed they are in definition and whether or not they are dependent on each 
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other or even at odds with one another. She writes of transcendence and perhaps an instability in 
titles that could threaten but also undo the patriarchal system. The tone of the poem is cynical 
with almost a touch of hysteria. In the final stanza, Dickinson writes, “This being comfort - 
then/That other kind - was pain-/But Why Compare?/I’m “Wife”! Stop there!” (102). The voice 
in the poem seems to suggest a discontent, and uncertainty in her evolution from “Girl” to 
“Woman.” 
In poem 1351, Dickinson speaks to female vulnerability and gender roles. She writes:  
A Bee his Burnished Carriage 
Drove boldly to a Rose - 
Combinedly alighting - 
Himself - his Carriage was. 
 
The Rose received his Visit 
With frank tranquility, 
Withholding not a Crescent  
To his cupidity. 
 
Their Moment consummated  
Remained for him - to flee - 
Remained for her, of Rapture 
But the Humility (520). 
 
Using the symbolic references for the actors in this poem, the "Bee" a male and the 
"Rose" a female have a sexual encounter, "their moment consummated.” The active player, the 
"Bee" is mobile, the "Rose" is fixed in place. He comes "boldly" while leaves fleeing. She has no 
choice but to remain. Dickinson states the woman "received" him, which sounds both docile and 
one-sided. Although Dickinson speaks of "Rapture" she ends the poem speaking of "humility." Is 
the "Rose" humiliated in the wake of the "Bee" leaving so suddenly or humiliated in her own 
enjoyment of the experience? Dickinson asks her readers to consider both. 
One of the ways in which Dickinson was effective in challenging her surroundings was to 
embrace the various facets of her life and make them her own. Her vast understanding of the 
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Bible, for example, allowed for her to question its content and find her own position with 
existential questions. In poem 236, Dickinson writes in part, “Some keep the Sabbath going to 
Church -/I keep it, staying at Home -/With a Bobolink for a Chorister - /And an Orchard, for a 
Dome -.” She writes of parallel prayer spaces, one transcendental in nature alongside traditional 
religious practice. The speaker in the poem is following similar patterns of tradition and 
reflection to what would have been included in a routine religious service in Dickinson’s day, but 
this practice can be done without leaving one’s own yard. By finding heaven on earth, Dickinson 
is diminishing the role of God, the ultimate male enforcer, certainly an act of rebellion in her 
time. To find purpose and contentment in life that is a result of living in the moment and not 
preparing for eternal life is certainly a danger for the message of many religious practices. In the 
final two lines of the poem Dickinson writes, “So instead of getting to Heaven, at last -/I’m 
going, all along” (236). Indeed, in much of Dickinson’s poetry, she offers her readers a Plan B, 
or a detour from the options in life they thought they were confined to. Dickinson’s time spent in 
reflection and preparation on difficult ideology was illuminating for her female audience that 
were drawn to her for strength, as was the case in 1970s Italy. While most appreciated 
Dickinson’s work, others still were critical of certain aspects of the American poet. 
Even though her poetry was widely praised, her countercultural lifestyle was not always 
understood. In a 1944 entry in her diary which would later be published under the title Un Amore 
Insolito, Italian writer Sibilla Aleramo compared her accomplishments to those of Dickinson. 
She writes, “Thirty years and not even two hundred poems...Emily Dickinson left two thousand. 
It is true that she did not write anything else and truer still that she expressed her life in poetry, 
not in any outward activities”16 (439). Fellow writer Natalia Ginzburg also wrote of judgement  
                                               
16 Translated from Italian 
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towards Dickinson’s choice of solitude, writing, “How different we are today, from Dickinson! 
Who among us poets would bend himself to the sombre fate of a spinster in a village?”17 
(Castronuovo 84). Wendy Martin echoes this argument by writing in An American Triptych: 
Anne Bradstreet, Emily Dickinson, Adrienne Rich:  “Dickinson insured stability by renouncing 
the larger world. Home was her personal, fixed center” (9). While her poetic achievements in 
terms of breadth and skill are remarkable; her choices in life were a reflection of both worldly 
influences as well as personal limitations. Her model for creativity, while limited in outside 
exposure in the physical sense, allowed for her imagination and poetic discovery to bound 
endlessly off the walls of her created sanctuary. Decades of scholarship are grateful for her 
choice. 
Though leading examples, the United States and Italy were not the only places to look to 
Dickinson during their feminist revolutions. As cited throughout The International Reception of 
Emily Dickinson, locations around the globe including Quebec in the 1970's (44), the 
Netherlands in the 1980's (51), and Norway in the 1970’s and 1980’s (81) all found a renewed 
interest in Dickinson's poetry that coincided with their country's own social upheaval. Dickinson 
time and time again appears to slip almost effortlessly into the narrative of rebellion, whether 
politically or socially charged. As Mitchell and Stuart write, “Indeed Dickinson seems 
consistently to have attracted readers with a liberal temperament.” They continue, “And perhaps 
this is not surprising, given that Dickinson’s personae often speak from positions of exile, 
marginality, and incarceration” (4).  
Given the appreciation of Emily Dickinson by the Feminist movements of Italy and the 
United States, is it possible to consider her a feminist as well? Dickinson died in 1886, seventy  
                                               
17 Translated from Italian 
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five years before second wave feminism in 1960’s America. She was however alive during the 
Seneca Falls Convention, the first woman’s rights convention in the United States, held in 
Seneca Falls, NY, in 1848. The purpose of the convention was to “discuss the social, civil, and 
religious condition of woman” (nps.gov). Two years later, and only some fifty miles from 
Amherst, the National Woman’s Rights Convention was held with a similar intent to the Seneca 
Falls Convention, to mobilize “political, legal and social equality with man” (nps.gov). While 
Dickinson’s poetry falls in line with discussing the condition of woman, her exploration and 
refusal to be defined by conventional titles as well as her progressive writing and free form 
makes her a leader of the pack, not one among many. For this reason she aligns more with the 
feminist movements of the 1960’s and 1970’s, some seventy five years after her death. 
Dickinson can best be described then as a protofeminist, a visionary. She was an easy choice to 
be read and followed by the women in 1970s Italy because in reading her it was as if they were 
holding a mirror up to themselves. 
Whether, in the end, it was more due to the hermetic poets or the members of Italy’s 
feminist movement, the fact is, once Dickinson began appearing in Italy via translations, like 
those in Circoli: Rivista di Poesia from Giacomo Prampolini and later by Emilio and Giuditta 
Cecchi in Emily Dickinson, the dam broke. She has consistently been translated and published by 
Italian poets and scholars in various new additions over the past century, with translated versions 
numbering over two dozen. Perhaps the most acclaimed translated print of Dickinson's poetry 
came in 1997 via the Meridiani Mondadori catalog, which, until then, had only included one 
other female author: Sylvia Plath. Curated by Italian translator Marisa Bulgheroni, the edition 
pools together translations from several of Dickinson's notable translators over the years 
including Eugenio Montale, Amelia Rosselli, and Crista Campo, among others. In her 
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introduction to the anthology, Bulgheroni writes, “Every reader, critic, or translator still tries, 
more than a hundred years after the author's death, to discover the origins of a body of poetry 
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Chapter VII: Closing Remarks 
“Are you too deeply occupied to say if my verse is alive? The mind is so near itself it cannot see 
distinctly, and I have none to ask. Should you think it breathed, and had you the leisure to tell 
me, I should feel quick gratitude.” Emily Dickinson to T.W. Higginson, April 15, 1862 
 
In The International Reception of Emily Dickinson, Mitchell and Stuart suggest that 
because Dickinson “herself left many of the poems in a state of permanent suspension” it is 
therefore appropriate that no complete collection of critical responses to her work exists (5). 
Indeed, the amount of information available on Dickinson’s response in Italy is still piecemeal, a 
variable scavenger hunt with one hint or suggestion leading to the next. Perhaps, Dickinson 
herself would have liked it this way. Never partial to obvious prose or bland inferences, the 
poetry of Emily Dickinson remains appealing and important because of the dedication she took 
in protecting each and every poem with a woven cocoon of cryptic diction and allusions. If her 
scholarship continues to “remain incomplete” it is because her message continuously finds new 
hosts all over the world. 
International interest in Emily Dickinson's poetry developed almost alongside of 
America's interest in the New England poet; in Italy's case less than thirty years after the first 
posthumous volumes were published in the United States in the 1890s. Scholarship continues to 
explore new facets of Dickinson's conscious, her intent, and what was left in the wake of her 
nearly 1800 poems (Emily Dickinson Museum) and more than one thousand letters (Johnson V). 
The Emily Dickinson International Society, for example, founded in 1988, continues to hold 
global conferences, the most recent in Paris in 2016 on the topic of "Experimental Dickinson", a 
theme that asked contributors to consider her "compressed and highly demanding short lyrical 
forms" which resulted in "experimenting with (in) language" (The Emily Dickinson International 
Society). The potential of her poetry continues to function like an unsolved equation, with 
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students, poets, and scholars around the world taking a turn at trying to pin down Dickinson and 
her message. 
On a very superficial level it is not hard to imagine why an emblematic isolated figure 
such as Emily Dickinson would be relevant to those forced into creative isolation such as the 
citizens of fascist Italy or the Italian women seeking liberation from oppressive social forces. Her 
physical isolation, however, did not equal isolation in terms of community and national events. 
As is the case with hermetic poetry, appearances are often misleading. Dickinson’s turn inward 
did not limit her capabilities as a poet or short change her clarity on the world: if anything, it 
provided more of an opportunity to work and work in rebellious new ways. Daneen Wardrop 
argues in her essay “The Poetics of Political Involvement and Non-Involvement” the scope of the 
literary community must embrace Dickinson as a fully engaged member of her culture. “We 
have arrived at the time, we all can feel, to release Dickinson back to all of history” (55). While 
she continues to garner the title of one of America’s most influential poets, a distinction that 
placed her in the hands of the Italian people to begin with, her message of dissent and of creating 
a new narrative is a voice that continues to filter down to readers like it did to those poets caught 
up in Hermeticism, and like it did for participants of the Italian Feminist Movement forty years 
later. 
Eugenio Montale said of Emily Dickinson that “her only certainty was the uncertainty of 
her immortality” (Montale,“Emily”, 3). Indeed, for a poet who struggled immensely with the 
great questions beyond this world she did not hesitate to engage and challenge the problems of 
ruling institutions in her own culture. Emily Dickinson, from her post in Amherst, spoke, among 
other things, of human longing, frustration, and abandonment. Unfortunately, these 
disappointments with the contrast between the reality we wish for and the reality we are forced 
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into are universal. Through playing with the language that could otherwise imprison her, her 
work suggests a way even the politically oppressed can make a livable world within the world 
they are confined to. By writing about the pain and isolation of her circumstances she is able to 
offer isolated others a glimpse behind the veil of her words, and say to them that they too are not 
alone. In “Emily Dickinson: Length and the Liberal Imagination” Jonathan Arac writes “Emily 
Dickinson’s poetry is easier to love than to study” (3). It is for that very reason that people like 
Eugenio Montale found in Dickinson’s poetic challenges a secrecy that was just radiating with 
the truth. Because her poetry is reflective of the human struggle, a theme that will continue long 
beyond us, she will come to the aid of poets and citizens alike longing for safety and validation 
within their private worlds and publicly-engaged lives. In a letter written to T. W. Higginson, 
Dickinson asked, "Is my Verse alive?" As time continues to verify, Dickinson’s verse remains 
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